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Citing the large numbers of disadvantaged black
studerts now being admitted into college in special programs, the
author discusses the special counseling needs engendered by their
enccunter with the institutional demands and alienating effects of
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to open and direct. (II)
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Counseling Black College Students in Special rro7rams
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(Abstract) /4414-:Z
Large numbers of disadvantaged black students are being admitted

into college in special programs in which norm al admission requirements

are w ived. The student's encounter with the institution gives rise to

special counseling needs which the present paper describes. Ia effect,

the counselor's task is to assist the student cope with institutional

der ands and overcome the alienating effect of the inpersonel, white,

niddle-class institution. To do this, the counselor must establish a

unique relationship with the student at a critical noment through an

'outreach approach. Subsequently, the counselor vill also be called upoa

to assist the student in thr, resolution of an identity crisis. White

counselors are not disqualified but they nay need to modify their style

of counseling.
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CoUnselin7 Blac1 Collerle Students in Special Proprams

Increasing numbers of disadvantaged students, most of whom are

black, are being OrAted into college in circumstances where normal

admission requirements are waived. The few York State Program S. it

(Search for Education, Elevation, and Xnowledge) was established in

1967 to work with such students and from the beginning has stressed

the need for effective counseling. The nature of such counseling,

however, has never been adequately defined and traditional counseling

approaches have seldom proved appropriate for the population in ques-

tion. The present paper has evolved from on-the-job observations

interpreted according to some principles of social psychology.

The Academic Environment

The regular student entering college at first will tend to gene-

rails° his high school experience to the college situation. Wen his

expectations regarding the academic process and his role as a college

student are noi, rcalized) he has the resources needed to rake appropri-

ate adjustments and) in effect, develop a new frame of reference for his

subsequent actions. His abilit! to do this stems from prior experience

which has subtly prepared him for what he encounters in college. This

is the cultural advantage the white, middle-class student brings with

him by virtue of his exposure to a college-oriented environment in which

ho has undergone what Yerton (1957) terms "anticipatory socializ- tion."

That is in daily interaction with parents, peers, and teachers, he has

internalized the ruiiments of the role he will bo expected to play

upon entering college.
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Not so the disadvantaged black student! And is is worthwhile noting

that "disadvantaged" is the appropriate term since, whatever cultural

advantages or "overlooked positives" (Riess man, 1965) he nay enjoy, they

have little relevance to the demands of the a'eadenic environment.

Eoualizinr Resources

Those who have had years to learn its intricacies nay not always

realizs how complex tho academic institution is. Its complexity derives

from its loose structure aimed at cffering a multiplicity of choices to

t1121aowledgeable student. The disadvantaged student, however, lacks

the undierstanding needed to "negotiate the system." Although the

institution's intent is to provide the greatest freedom or opportunity

to students, its effects are not egalitarian inasmuch as those who

benefit most are those who enter the situation with the most ,:esources.

As has oft been observed, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.

The counselor's function clearly is to equalize the resources the

black student needs in order to cone to terms with the demands of the

academic environrent. As Drake (1965) notes, the resources the black

lacks are Lei, education, "contacts," and "know-how." It is the last

two, especially "know-how," that tho counselor must provide. This is

borne out, by Gottlieb (1967, p. 116) in his paper entitled, 'Poor Youth

Want To Be iaddle Glass Put It's Hot Easy" in which he points out t1-at

social nobility for lower-class youth is not impaired for want of aspi-

ration but rather because the parents "lack the abilities important to

facilitate rovement into the more advantageous social positions."

Without tho necessary know-how the black student will fail to

grasp fully the nature of his role. Furtherrore, he will be unaware of
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the kinds of sanctions the institution employs to enforce its demands

since both sanctions and demands are less than explicit in the college

setting. Lacking such knowledge, the student may grossly misjudge what

professors expect of him and prove inept in what has been cynically

termed "playing the game." This is particularly important since profes-

sors possess considerable power, not being subject to as much adrinis-

trative control as are high school teachers.

Some of the "rules of the gane" relate to such matters as class

attendance and assignments, effective use of study time, and balancing

study and leisure tire. Again, the student is called upon to contend

with institutional "rules" as, for example, procedures for dropping

courses, ctnnilative grade-point averages, academic probation and dismis-

sal, and course requirenents for the student's major. Then there are the

bureaucratic demands, especially those requiring paperwork as in the case

of financial aid or registering for courses.

In addition the student is obliged to learn the "rules" for coping

with the great variation and incon.4stency among the behaviors of pro-

fessors and the expectations they sill have of students. Be will need to

develop perceptual skills whereby he quickly grasps what is going on in

any class and how he can best adapt to the de girds made upon him.

Yotivation

By applying and being admitted to a special program, the s:udent

evinces a co:-.mitment to what Rainwater (1966) calls the life stratezy of

career sIccess. That is, the student accepts the idea that life can be

rewarding and goals can be achieved by observing rules and by making

the reluircd effort. S.,:ch co=itnent is tenuous and is subject to

assault from the co.-: ets.n:: surv'val .sre.te.7.1es: to which the student
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W.11 have been exposed rest of his life.

Counselors and others in speaking to the student are often favor-

ably inpressed by the intensity with which he expresses his aspirations.

If the student later perforsIs badly for no seenins.ly adequate reason,

the counselor nay feel he was being "jived." Counselors are led to

accept such e::planations only because they equate intensity of aspira-

tions with strength of notivation. Such intensity, however, often

obscures 'a frailty endonic anong 'those long e::posed to the disabling

conditions of poverty. As Haggstron (1964, p, 216) points out:

". . . a poor person nay have the necessary sincerity, intention,

and skill to embark on a course of action brt there is so nu,;11

unconscious uncertainty about achieving psychological returns

through success that the action ray never be seriously attempted."

Failure to rest certain institutional denalds ray constitute a

"severe setback for the black student. He nay be said to lack the psycho-

logical resources of the ;Lite student who has a well-developed ego-

structure founded on a history of prior successes. The resit ray be

the onset of the "alienation syndrone" which Roussove (1965, p. 396)

describes as "intellectual listlessness, . . . overindulgence in social

and recreational pursuits, . . . and an underlying attitde of depres-

sive, and at tines hostile) defeatism." For exarple, the student nay

avoid facing an aca3e71c problem by sleeping late and not attending

class. Also, he ray play cards for long hours, or "rap" with other

students rather than deal with anbiguous and Imcertain institutional

demnds. In such circuns:,ances, the counselor reefs to be in to....ch

with the stu;:ent to help him define the nature. o' the problcn confront-

ins him and the teans for handling it.
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Initial Contact in the Hone

The erosion of the student's high aspirations is sirilar to but not

to be confused with so7ething he is likely to experience on first entering

college. The student nay experience feelings of powerlessness as he is

confronted with an impersonal institution over which he seemingly lacks

it
control, which is further compounded Iv both real and inngined hostility

toward
I

him on the part of the white students and faculty. He will cone

to feef3 that the institution is meaningless and that he himself is

meaningless to the institution.

It is with a view to forestalling such alienation that the counselor

can play a vital role. To assist the student with the problems he faces,

then, the counselor r.,let establish contact as soon as possible. Further -

more, Ihe ir.passe must be avoided where, on the one hand, the counselor

waits for the student to make use of his services while, on the other

'hand, the Student is unaware of the problems confronting him or the exact

nature of the counseling services intended to assist hin.

To avoid such an impasse calls for en outreach approach in which

contact 3s rade with the student after acceptance into the p:ogram and

prior to his attendance at the college. This is a critical time when

the stucknt will be as%ing: "What do I do now that I have been accepted?"

The counselor assigned to the student should take the initiative by

arranging to visit hin in his hone at a tine when it is feasible to dis-

cuss the college program, not only with the student but also with his

parents or spouse. Because the counselor appears on the scene at this

toment, his relevance to the student's individual needs is greatly en-

haneed, the more so rince the counselor's identity will be unco:-...pro:Arcd

bv the irpertonal quality of the institution :.l setting.

6
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This outreach approach also takes into account the important pert

played by parents or spouse in sustaining the students motivation.

Through the person of the counselor the college assumes sone relevance

to them, too. Because they have the opportunity to be more personally

involer,d, they are less likely to experience reecntrent vis:1-vis the

otherwise alien aaa impersonal institution. This is important since the

student is often forced to bear the brunt of such resentment, such that

the eroding effects on him then will have implieLtions for his academic

perfo7ance.

iThe initial contact made with the counr;elor establishes him clearly

as the one to whom the student can turn when confronted by the uncertainty

and ambiguity of the institutional denands. Indeed, some limited evidence

has demonstrated the beneficial effects of hop. visits. In a research

deelen where acadrelic ability was cent-zoned, students who had been visi-

'ted in their hone before starting claSsee showed significantly greater

academic perforLanee than those who were visited after or not at all

(Haettenschwiller, 1969).

Role Definition Taroueh the Hone Visit

Although the counselor is interested in raking known to the student

some of the demands of the acadmic institution and the services be pro-

vides for dealing with these, the visit also provides the occasion to

define the broader reaches of his counseling role. In this regard the

counselor should forewarn the student of stresses he may experience and

that dealing with these is very much part of the counselor's role.

Theras, Folansky, and rounin (1955) point out that the "helping

persen" nest be Terceive:1 as both competent to hole and Innting to help.

To do this the ceenselor rust be perceived, not as en arm of the
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administration, but as a person squarely on the student's side in hie

efforts to cope with the demands of the academic ineiAtution. A "disidenti-

ficalion" from the administration occurs when the cou nselor divests himself

of the discrediting features of the institutional setting -- office, desk,

secretary, and other students waiting to see their counselor. Instead,

% the home visit affords the occasion "in which the things seen, heard, and

experienced in their ieeediacy are labeled and put into werds by the coun-

selor and the client as part of in site counseling" (Gordon, 7 9ns, p. 130) .

The particular nature of the population discussed here calls for a

stronger commitment to the student than otherwise would be expected. This

means that the counselor ray reed to be available other than Garin g regular

office hours. he should let the student ?_now that he can be reached by

telephone at hone if need be. Such calls as he receives are seldom likely

to ree2ie any serious demands on his tine and instead can be the occasion

.for scheduling an office appointrent for the next day. At the sane tine,

the reassurance the student gets from such a brief contact ray do Much

at a later tire to provide the basis for a good counseling relationship.

Black Life Style eed Tdentitv

Although the student is faced with probleme which arise frcel

con ens to terns with the deeands of the acadenic environment, he ray also

experience tension in the process of what nay be described as coming to

terns with hinself. For the black student tensions ray arise cut of

unlque circumstances and will call for the full range of the counselor's

professional capacities.

'Thee2 tensions relate to the student's life style. In the course

of growling up as a renber of a subcelture, he deve:es styles of dress

and speech as well as nodes of resp2nding to situetiens which are
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different from those of the dormant culture His life style is part of

his identity continuously assuring hin of nea.A.nzful relationships with

\others. On calepus he nay find that his identy and life style no longer

guarenLee hila the re-warding relationships he Ins knol.m. Indecd, in the

classroom he nay find that his identity as a slvicnt in ,.1 spacial progrrza

may further provece anbigveus and sonetimes den-anin3 responses frora

both students and professors.

Is he, then, to chance his life style and thereby reject or compro-

mise his identity? Is any chanse in life style Thich a] rose inevitably

fo1lo:7s upon encounter with new educational expc?icnces only evidence to

others that he has been "co-opted" by the white middle-class institu-

tion? As Shibuti (1955, p. 564) points out:

". . . all forms of social nobility, fro: sudden conversion

to grtdual assimilation, nay be regarded as displacencnts of

reference groups, for they invulve a los of responsIvoness

to the deaands of one social world and Ile adoption of the

perspective of another."

Change in perepeetive rray entail sone can, -c in life style and,

as }enderson (1967) notes, a person's effort

a poup other than his OVA may give rise tc

the cownselor has an important part to play

conflict and anbi.;:alence to the level of co:

these is essential if the student is to "no-

(Peterson, 1955, p. 1001).

In cordng to terms with himself, the

allew identity without necessarily s;Arrende

one. Instead, the c:erging identity will c:

to function as t renber of

.djustment problcns. Clearly,

in brin,:in13 such f,:linf_;$ of

$CiOUSAOSS. 11c.,olution of

e across cultural bo=darics"

tudent will beEin to shape

ing the old and N;e11-defined

gender Ex:a stress as tc.,



effort is ;lade to synthesize both the old and the-new identity.

This identity crisis will be manifested in deteriorating relations

with family and friends, in conflicts with professors, and in percei%ed

racirm on the part of white students. The counselor's part will be to

permit the.studant to ventilate his feelirP, to enable him to verbalize

the dinension e the conflict, and to facilitate a resolution of th,:

problem. Where the counselor connfunioates a continuing awareness of the

cultulc from which the student's identity derives, he is in a position

to assist the sttr:ent in working through the resolution of the identity

black DenenOenc-v in Counselirv.,

The counseling relati.enship is always vulnerable to becoming a

dependency relationship. While undesirable in all cases, for black

students there in added possibility that it will activate feelings of

inadequacy vis -a -vis the white institution. To guard against this, the

counselor should adopt a style which is open ,and direct. Sono may find

this a for cry from the nondirective teci.niques advocated by counselor

training institutions. Th) population for whom these techniques were

developed, however, wls one whose prior experience provided a substan-

tial basis for the counseling relationip.

Vondireotive tenlintques are itap?rpriate is,r the population

discussed here since they serve only to signal an ambiguous and threat-

ening relations'flip (for stein, 1954). It is far more inportant that

the counselor "1070.11 with the studenj., and this on occasion tny call

for the use of inpact" words.

Sirr,)l rut, the coulnelor's style. should reflect, accept hoe and

genuineness. It would 'cc a :11sta:-o, howeJver, to regard these as

10
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cross-cultural imperatives. Insofa- as they are necessary ingredients

of the counselins relationship, they must be interpreted in terns of the

student's culture and not in terns cf white, middle-class culture.

Ultirately, the occasion nay present itself where counseling will

entail an expression of core personal ideas and feeling. This certainly

il
will hold true as the student begins to shape an increasingly personal

I

identity. Indeed, a personal identity as opposed to a social identity

ail'. iInevitably be one outcome of hi; encounter with the academic experi-

ence Bousseve, 1970). With the energence of a personal identity he will

I

shed some restraints and acquire greater fledbility and power.

1

fne coungelor can play a vital part in facilitating this transfor-

mation. It sho'Zid no'., be assumed, however, 1,hat others who have the

1

inhcreilt potential to establish a "good relationship" can accomplish this

task. Despite important differences, tho professionally-trained counselor

alone is equipped to realise fully tae goals of counseling.

Black and White Counselors

Further, there is no reason tc believe that white counselors are

autmatically disqualified. Inasmuch as enabling the student to acquire

know-how in negotiating the sistem f.s of prirary concern, it is easily

understood here that job conpetence transcends race (Henderson, 1965).

Uevertholecs, as noted alreadr, style plays a part in how the

counselor goes about his job. For the white counse:i.or, however, his

style must also reflect an outgoing accepance of the other's blackness

instead of the tec...4. avoidance whici has been all too prevalent in the

past. ht the same t!r.e the counselor mast accept fully his own white-

ness since an arolozeiic or upcertan al_r often signals an unconscious

racicm. Cnly with bet : participant:. secure in the-1r positio.ls can

11
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progress be ride toward an effective counseling relationship.

Clearly, there are those who believe only blacks should counsel

blacks. If, however, the goal of the black student beyond college is to

obtain a "piece of the action" presently acninated b3 whites, then he

must develop his identity in interaction with both blacks and whites, and

this includes counselors. There conditions permit, however, it is prefer -

able that the white counselor work in a predominantly black counseling

component headed by a black supervisor. Such contextual factors inpinge

on the nature of the relationship the white counselor will have with the

black student.

Finally, practical reasons also dictate the use of white counselors.

At present there are too few black counselors to provide the professional

services co badly needed.

For black counselors, a different problem exists. Students n2., see

them as "oreos" who have been "co-opted" by the white institution. Ulti-

mately, their success res..;s on their ability to co=unicate their coe:mon

'concern ana on their ability to c isel wisely.

Conclusion

Fundanental to the counseling of black college students in special

prograns is the establishing of early contact. The relationship in its

initial stage must be founded upon clearly perceived returns by the

student. These will lay the groundwork for subsequent meaningful coun-

seling.

It would be a Llisteke to think some of the problcms discussed

relate only to diredvantsged blacks. Inability to negotiate the sistcm

has also been the con.litien of the lower clr.ss. For b:leeks, h=ever,

12
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there is the added dimension Valch caste the natter in a substantially

different light.

In the past, counseling of the disadvantaged or the culturally

different, both black and white, has provea largely ineffective. Hope

fully, then, kno%rledze gained from new approaches as outlined in this

paper -N well foreshadow the emergence of a nom clnprehe,-,cive and

effective counseling =del.

13
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